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orthodox economists are just as much interested here," said one. " No more foreigners of any position to immigration would find as much
In the success of cooperation as other people. stamp; we h a v e ' now a' good start, and support among that class. P a r t x. of the reNo economist of note can be named who would can populate our land -fast enough," de- port presents a " symiposium " of the views
not have sympathized most heartily with these clared another. " We can produce enough and wishes of Wisconsin w'orkingmen upon
Minaesota coopers. But it would have been loafers, as well as desirable people, . our- different phases of the labor problem. F o u r
upon the ground that their enterprises were selves,"'was the verdict of a third. Others expressions are given upon-the immigration
V in conformity with laws that are natural and recommended a trial of the prohibitive policy question, and they agree in favoring some
irresistible, and not in opposition to them. for a certain period, as three, five, seven, or action. A Milwaukee tanner says that he and
There is only one way to end the strife be- ten years, " a n d then," as ah advocate of the his shopmates do not want any more
could
tween capital and labor, and that is to make latter period says, " t e n years longer if need- European labor at present, but
Milwaukee
the laborers capitalists. This end can be^ pro- ed." Another class would have a rigid inspec- spare several thousands in
not miss them
at all;
" there
moted by cooperative schemes, not only be- tion of all applicants for admission, either and
cause,'as we have seen, these schemes appeal at the ports where they arrive in- this coun- should be laws passed to put a stop to or at
to an enlightened self-interest, but because they try or by our consuls in the countries which least restrict immigration." A , Marinette carstimulate saving, the ihother of capital. The they leave, and would send back, or re- penter complains that " w e poor native-born
law of the survival of the fittest, although its luse consular certificates, to those who citizens are just pulled around same as dogs by
operation requires to be modifled by human cannot meet the requirement?, which range foreign people; we do not stand any show, and
charity, is the law under which the human | all the way from a voucher of "good moral it seems as though everything is coming to the
race must exist. The suffering arising from character," or the ability to read, to a tax per very worst in the near future unless free imphysical or even mental deficiency appeals capita of |500 or a property qualification of migration is stopped." A laborer of the same
properly to benevolence; but to attempt by |300, $1,000, $3,000, or. even $5,000. A num- town recommends the stopping of immigrasocial or political devices to do away with ber of persons suggest a refusal of suffrage to tion for four or five years, " s o as to give
the punishment that falls upon moral weak- the foreigner until after a residence of five, ten, us time to have everything settled quietly and
without strikes or any other trouble," since
ness, is to engage in a mischievous strug- or even twenty one years
gle" against a beneficent law of Providence.
. So general a consensus of opinion in favor of there are too many men in the country now for
Until our philanthropists learn this distinc- a new departure in the matter of immigration the work to be done, working even on the tention, they may as well abandon the effort to would be noteworthy in any common- hour system. A lumber laborer of Peshtigo
unite a sound political economy with a false wealth, but there are special reasons which thinks that immigration ought to be stopped,
and feeble ethics.
give it a peculiar significance in the for a while, at any rate, except the immigrant
case of Wisconsin. Of all the States in brings a certain amount of money or property
the Union that one contains the largest pro- with him, as " t h e supply of labor is now
portion of foreign-born to the whole popula- largely in excess of the demand."
A POSSIBLE " ISSUE."
T H E bulky volume in which Commissioner tion, the census o f 1880 showing that the
It has long been evident that a large proporPrank A. Flower makes the second biennial foreign-born voters outnumbered the native tion of our native stock would gladly support
report of the Wisconsin Bureau of Labor and by no less than 40,000. Moreover, Mr. Flower measures of severe restriction upon immigraIndustrial Statistics, contains, among much points out that of his hundreds of correspond- tion in future, believing that the national sto- '
other matter of great interest to all students of ents " a very large percentage of even those mach has already received as much as it can
our social problems, a chapter which must demanding total prohibition for longer or digest. But little attempt to formulate any
command the thoughtful attention of politi- shorter periods are foreignborn, and some such rules has been made, because the mancians in search of an " i s s u e . " One of the mention this circumstance as a reason w h y agers who control party policies have supposed .
questions to which Mr. Flower invited replies they know better than others the necessity of that a step of this sort would offend the "foreign
from employers of labor was as to the taking the question thoroughly in hand." It vote." The investigation of the Wisconsin
desirability of restricting immigration to this is worth while to quote the words of two or Commissioner of Labor Statistics shows an uncountry, with a view to keeping out disturbers three such writers:
expected sentiment against further immigration
and undesirable characters, and in part ix. of
among foreign-born cidzens. It really looks
A
trunk-maker—Yes.
I
would
require
all
imthe report he summarizes the results of this in- migrants to b3 able to read and write their own as though the most popular thing a politician
quiry. It was discovered not only that there languatre, I am a foreigner, but had a good edu- in that State could do would be to come out
, was an overwhelming sentiment in favor of cation when 1 arrived Here at the age of fitteeo, against further immigration- except under
and' worked my way up.with no help but my edumeasures which would hereafter bar out pau- cation and kind Providence.
severe restrictions. A test will soon be affordA -vinegar manufacturer—Yes. X thinli; it
pers, criminals, and Anarchists, but an unexwould be well if immigration were prohibited ed. Wisconsin has for some years put a prepectedly strong feeling in favor of stopping entirely tor a few years. I am foreign-born, but mium upon immigration by supporting a
immigration of all.sorts, for a while at least.
see tliat the tbing is overdone.
State Board to set the attractions of the
Kev. F. S. Stein of Kenosha—Indiscriminate
The opinions of 484 persons engaged in all labor immigration should be limited, it not pro- commonwealth before Europeans, and more
sorts of industries were secured, and only sixty- hibited. Not merely the number, but the charac- than one of Mr. Flower's correspondents calls
ter of immigrants thould be taken into account.
three opposed restriction, while seventy were One-eight ti of tlie population of tbe country and for its abolition by the Legislature at the
for to-.al prohibition, and all the rest would estab- one-third of the insane are of foreign birth, approaching session. If there should be a
making the number of insaue of toreign birth
lish obstacles of some sort. Ninety-eight of ttiree times as great as it should be. One-fourtli ready adoption of this suggestion, and thus a
the replies, ;which are fairly representative of of the population of New York State and two- clear proof that public sentiment in one State
thirds of the paupers are of foreign birtb, malJ- is pronounced upon this question, we m a y
the whole number, are printed. They are for ing
the proportion of paupers of foreign birth
the most part admirably clear and concise, and nearly three'times as great as it should be. ituly, look to see the politicians throughout the coun- •
the-e
are most suggestive figures,and call for active try who are now so eagerly seeking an "issue,"
^constitute five pages of uncommonly interesting
legislation, proving that Europe systematically
reading. Only ten answer no to the question, exports her paupers and the scum of the country decide to try an experiment with the immigra•' .
and of these ten one qualifies his negative by- to our shores. Why should our- legislators dis- tion question.
against a few helpful and industrious
' adding that he does hot think " honest labor " criminate
Chinese, wbile they malfe no effort to stay this
should be prohibited from this country, and polluting tiide ? 1 am myself of foreign Dirth,
• ENGLISH AFFAIRS. •
another proposes a long term of residence be- and I thahlc God, who brought me to tihis land,
yet I am none the less able to discern the dan. LoNBON, December 16.
foie foreigners should be allowed to vote.
gerous temiencies of the wholesale influx of forTHE probability of the Government lasting
eign
laborers.
Among the nine-tenths who sent affirmative
through the coming session is anxiously canvassreplies to the Commissioner's question there was
The opinions given above, with the excep- ed among their followers and antagonists. Minnaturally a wide range of opinion as to how tion of the last, are those of employers. A istries seldom trip over obvious obstacles. They
far interference should go. Some came out similar canvass of the employees, would have are not usually wounded in their most vulnerable
unqualifiedly in favor of absolute prohibition for been extremely valuable,but is lacking. Despite point. It Is not Ukely that the Irish question
an indefinite period. " Pull in our latch-string the absence of such a showing, we find else- will be fatal to Lord Salisbury. Lord Hartington
totally until we Americanize what we have where in the report reason to suppose that op- and he are, indeed, supposed to have decided that
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there shall be no Irish question this year. This,
however, is a little in excess of their powers.
They cannot prevent an Irish question. Mr.
Gladstone and Mr. Parnell will see to that. But
they may possibly hinder a Government or
Parliamentary answer to the Irish question. In
the event of events accommodating themselves to the Ministerial programme, the first
business, after the debate on the address in
reply to the throne, will be the procedure of the
House of Commons. There is one instance, i believe, nearly a hundred years old, of a session
being opened without a speech from the throne,
but this unique precedent, if that can be called a
precedent which nothing has followed, is likely
to remain unique. The debate may last ten days
or a fortnight. The omission of any promise of
legislation for Ireland wiU probably be censured
in an amendment which is more likely to be proposed by some memoer or leading English supporter of Mr. Gladstone's late Government
than from the Irish benches. It has no chance of
being carried. The union of the Unionists is, at
least at this early stage of the business, strong
enough to prevent that.
Then will come the consideration of procedure.
It is possible that Mr. Gladstone may insist that
the course which he himself took is the proper
one to follow, and that a separate session should
be held to deal with the proposed rule. The
Home-Rulers would support him, but probably
not all of his own party would go with him
in this matter; and if the project of immediate legislation for Ireland is set aside on
the debate on the address, perhaps he may not
think it worth while to reopen the matter. The
immediate danger to the Government lies, according to some very close and interested observere, in the character of their procedure proposals.
If Lord Randolph Churchill carries his point of
closure by a bare majority in the Cabinet, it is
very doubtful whether he will carry it In the
House of Commons. Mr. Gladstone, I believe,
favors it, and might possibly vote with him. But
a very large number of Conservatives agree with
Mr. Chaplin in something more than deprecating it; the Home-Rulers will resist it tooth and
nan on its own merits, and as a means of showing
their power to upset governments. In the event
of Ministers being defeated on this proposal,
Lord Salisbury would, it is thought, resign.
Lord Hartington would be sent for, and a
moderate Liberal Government would be formed,
resting for its support on the 'Conservative party, thus reversing the parts played
by the two sections of the Unionist party
in the present arrangement. Those who think
this arrangement probable or desirable, hold
that Conservative support of a moderate Libfe
ral Ministry presents a stronger combination
than moderate - Liberal support of a Conservative administration.
The example of
Lord Palmerston's long and peaceful Government is cited in confirmation of this view, which
has something to say for itself, and would have
more if Lord Hartington were Lord Palmerston.
But he is not; and further it must be remembered that Lord Palmerston's own followers were
a majority of the House of Commons, whUe Lord
Hartington's are, and are likely to remain, a
small minority. Of course, if Lord Salisbury strongly desired to retain office, he
would take care to avoid procedure rules
such as a majority of the House may wish to
accept, even at the cost of having to part with
Lord Randolph Churchill. But Lord Salisbury's
health is delicate, and he is imderstood always to
have thought that a Mmistry presided over by
Lord Hartington would be more stable than one
of which he was the head. An . arrangement of this kind, however, would leave undetermined two unknown and rather unmanageable
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quantities in the political equation. Mr. Chamberlain could not very weU be a member of a
moderate Liberal Government depending on Conservative support; Lord Randolph Churchill
would scarcely retain the leadership of a party
which had revolted from him. These two adventurous persons, who have much in common, and
a strong natural liking, mighc possibly come together, in which case any ministry would have
lively times.
This forecast, which, of course, is subject to
all sorts of provisos and conditions, is, 1 know,
entertained by fome members of Mr. Gladstone's
last Government. I ooiifess that I do not quite
share their belief in its realization. Lord Hartington'would; I believe, with difficulty be persuaded to take office as the leader of a Parliamentary minority, and thorefore dependent on
and obedient to a Conservative majority. Nor
would that majority lend itself readily to the arrangement. The spoils will be lo the strongest.
Then there is the chapter of accidents which defies forebight. It is possible that Ministers may
decide to ask for further powers for the maintenance of law and order in Ireland; in that case
procedure rules and local-government biUs will
be adjourned into a Parliamentary Ewigkeit. The
judges of the Irish Queen's Bench having pronounced Mr. Dillon's " plan of the campaign " to
be a criminal conspiracy, Lord Salisbury may
proclaim the National League, as Mr. Gladstone
proclaimed the Land League. But then
Mr. Gladstone had the most rigorous coercion act at his disposal which any Minister
ever possessed, and could and did lock up, without intervention of judge or jury, anybody whom
it was inconvenient to allow to be at large. Lord
Salisbury has no such " resource of civilization "
at his disposal; it would take a long time for him
to get it, and without it the proclamation of the
League would be a bull against the comet. In
any ease, the Local .'Government Bill for
England, on which a committee of the Cabinet
has deliberated, and of which the President and
Secretary of the Local Government have sketched
the outlines, is not very likely to become law
next session. The indication of its provisions
given by Mr. Ritchie and Mr. Walter Long
does not augur well for it.- The system of
representing classes, whether by having ea>
officio members of the County Boards, or by
fancy tranchises, or indirect elections, is one
which public opinion is scarcely prepared even
to consider. But Lord Salisbury may be riding
for a fall on this measure if he cannot get one on
the procedure business.
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artist is most consummate, large provinces of
his kingdom slip from him. In France they
manage these things . better. A Romeo of
fifty or a Hamlet of sixty would not be
tolerated, would scarcely tolerate himself.
It is curious, in comparing a French playbill of to-day. with the list, of the. per-sonages in an original edition of the drama
which may be in question, to see how the youthful lover of the first production has become the
noble father of the revival, and the tender
ingenue has developed into the stately matron.
The notion of the English stage that there
must .be. always one leading man, or one
leading- lady, who must take the leading
business, that Lear must be Romeo, and Lady .
Constance, Rosalind, shows how egotism.and
love of self-display tend to overpower not only
artistic feeling, but even the sense of personal
propriety. In Mrs Chippendale, when Mr. Irv-.
ing comes over, the American play-goer wiU
see a possible Martha ; in Mrs. Sterling, comely
old lady though she was, the English audience .
have until lately had a Martha whose art could
not hide the outrages of nature, which has no.
hum'an respect for age, but wantonly insults and
deforms it.
.^ .
.

The return of Mr. Toole to his theatre, or
rather, as Boratio says, of a piece of him, for ;
long illness has restored to him the gracility of
his youth, has been cordially welcomed. Mr.
Toole is the last representative of farce in Eng-'
land. It has its solitary home on King William Street. A good farce was a good thing,
but apparently the English public have had
too much: of it, and In any other, part
of the world an English farce of the
present day. would be unintelligible. The beings that it represents exist nowhere, though
they have a certain distant resemblance in accent, gesture, and dress, to some classes of Englishmen. • But abroad, even in the. United
States, they must appear as unreal as a centaur,
or a unicom, or a mermaid. In Mr. Toole, farce
has deprived the stage of a comedian. . The
habit of acting simply in parts written up
to his Own peculiarities has led him to
exaggerate those peculiarities, until the announcement that Mr. Toole wiU appear in'
another dress would sufficiently indicate the'
only variety in. his so-called characters. Nevertheless Mr. Toole has a strong hold upon
the audiences. There is perhaps^too much of a
disposition in England to con ver t the theatre into a
sort of Young Men's and Young Women's Mutual
Improvement Society. At the Lyceum, the
WhUe politics are in the conditional mood, the audience listen gravely as they might do to a
world of London takes its pleasure.in its routine more or less popular lecture on science, w ith exfashion. There is one unfortunate breach in the perimental illustratious. They would almost as
routine. Miss Elleii Terry's strength, and possibly soon applaud in a church- as there. Mr. Irving
her patience, have givenwayunder the repetition is a sort of high priest celebrating a solemn ritual,'
of Margaret, I am afraid to say how often—in with his acolybes and attendant ministers. This
algebraic formula, for the nth time. As no actor is all very well. The reaction which it presents
or actress can ever take a holiday without going was, perhaps, inevitable from the legs, the costo the play, as he or-she must always be in a tumeless indecency, and the music-ball imtheatre, before the footlights if not behind them. becility of burlesque. But the reaction has
Miss Terry has betdken herself to Paris in order to gone to an extreme length; for, after all, the prisee " Hamlet " a t the Th^atre-Fran^aiSjtp compare mary object of an amusement is to amuse. An
M. Mounet-SuUy's personation of the Prince of accomplished actor, formerly a member of the
Denmark with Mr. Irving's, and possibly Mile. Lyceum company, says that the absence of any
Reichemberg's rendering of Ophelia with her own. response at the Lyceum Theatie, and the melanDuring this interval the part of Margaret is be- choly attention of the audience, are almost paraing acted with much grace and tenderness by Miss lyzing. Empty benches, artists' manikins, or
Winifred Emery, who is usually Miss Terry's .tailors' dummies would, save for the effects on
" understudy," to use the slang of the stage, and the treasury, be as agreeable to act to.
who is as good a substitute as. could
The rush of academic youth and persons of
be found for her, though in only one fashion to the stage continues. Mr. Robert Benson,
respect has she a superior qualification for an Oxford man whom the passion of the stage
the part, and that is a chronological one. It is struck when he was performing in the "Agathe tragedy of the stage that on it, far more memnon," now traverses the country, Thesplsemphatically than in any other pursuit, while like, with a company of his own. His prinart is long, life is short, and that, when the cipal actress is, I believe, a very acooroplished
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